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The third AIAA CFD High-Lift Prediction Workshop was held in Denver, Colorado, in June 2017. The
goals of the workshop continued in the tradition of the first and second high-lift workshops: to assess the nu-
merical prediction capability of current-generation computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technology for swept,
medium/high-aspect-ratio wings in landing/takeoff (high-lift) configurations. This workshop analyzed the flow
over two different configurations, a “clean” high-lift version of the NASA Common Research Model, and the
JAXA Standard Model. The former was a CFD-only study, as experimental data were not available prior to
the workshop. The latter was a nacelle/pylon installation study that included comparison with experimen-
tal wind tunnel data. The workshop also included a 2-D turbulence model verification exercise. Thirty-five
participants submitted a total of 79 data sets of CFD results. A variety of grid systems (both structured and
unstructured) as well as different flow simulation methodologies (including Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
and Lattice-Boltzmann) were used. This paper analyzes the combined results from all workshop participants.
A statistical summary of the CFD results is also included.
Nomenclature
alpha, α angle of attack, deg.
bref/2 wing semispan
CD drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
CL,max maximum lift coefficient
Cm pitching moment coefficient
Cf surface skin friction coefficient
Cp surface pressure coefficient
Cv coefficient of variation = σˆ/µˆ
c airfoil chord
DDES Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation
h average grid spacing measure
K confidence interval coverage factor
LB Lattice-Boltzmann
M freestream Mach number
MAC mean aerodynamic chord
MRC pitching moment reference center
N number of grid points or grid cells
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
Re freestream Reynolds number
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†Boeing Technical Fellow, Flight Sciences, Associate Fellow AIAA.
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ReMAC freestream Re based on MAC length scale
Sref/2 semispan reference area
TMR Turbulence Modeling Resource
u velocity component in the x-direction
Uref freestream (reference) velocity
VLES Very Large Eddy Simulation
x, y, z Cartesian coordinate directions
∆ difference
µˆ median of sorted data
σˆ standard deviation
I. Introduction
High-lift aerodynamic flows still pose a major challenge for today’s computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes.
Code results tend to be inconsistent with each other, and are considered unreliable for predicting the absolute mag-
nitude of maximum lift and the angle of attack at which it occurs for representative transport aircraft. Experience
has shown that CFD (and especially CFD based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) has difficulty predicting the
physical mechanism(s) that cause stall in wind tunnel experiments. The complexities in high-lift flows include wakes
in pressure gradients, wake/boundary-layer merging, streamline curvature, separated flow, possible unsteady flow,
wing-tip vortical flow, and laminar/turbulent transition regions on each wing element (slat, main wing, flap).1
To advance the state of the art in predicting high-lift flows, an open international workshop series was estab-
lished with the following long-term objectives: (1) assess the numerical prediction capability (mesh, numerics, tur-
bulence modeling, high-performance computing requirements, etc.) of current-generation CFD technology for swept,
medium/high-aspect ratio wings in landing/takeoff (high lift) configurations, (2) develop practical modeling guide-
lines for CFD prediction of high lift flow fields, (3) advance the understanding of high lift flow physics to enable
development of more accurate prediction methods and tools, (4) enhance CFD prediction capability for practical high
lift aerodynamic design and optimization, (5) provide an impartial forum for evaluating the effectiveness of existing
computer codes and modeling techniques, and (6) identify areas needing additional research and development.
Previously, the first and second high lift prediction workshops (HiLiftPW-1 and HiLiftPW-2) were held in June
2010 in Chicago, Illinois and in June 2013 in San Diego, California, respectively. HiLiftPW-1 focused on the three-
element NASA Trapezoidal Wing configuration2, 3 at ReMAC = 4.3 × 106. The workshop overview can be found in
Slotnick et al.,4 and the summary is given in Rumsey et al.5 HiLiftPW-2 made use of the DLR-F11 configuration6
at two Reynolds numbers of ReMAC = 1.35 × 106 and ReMAC = 15.1 × 106. Its overview/summary is given in
Rumsey and Slotnick.7 Both workshop summary papers included statistical analyses of the participant results, and the
HiLiftPW-2 paper also included results from a turbulence modeling verification exercise. There have also been many
associated AIAA conference and journal papers, written by HiLiftPW-1 and HiLiftPW-2 workshop participants. The
summary papers mentioned above include references to many of them.
Some of the main conclusions from HiLiftPW-1 were as follows. CFD tended to underpredict lift, drag, and
the magnitude of the pitching moment (pitching moment was negative) compared with experiment, and there was
significantly more spread among the CFD solutions near stall. Despite the general underprediction in lift, many
participants were able to predict CL,max and the angle of attack at which it occurred reasonably well. The trends
with grid refinement were generally in the correct direction (approaching experiment), but it was difficult to draw
firm conclusions because CFD grid convergence studies were only done without support brackets. Including support
brackets resulted in lower predicted lift. Transition modeling, included by only a few participants, appeared to be very
important for this configuration, tending to increase predicted lift. An unstructured tetrahedral grid solution was found
to exhibit greater grid sensitivity than the solution on the same grid with its boundary-layer tetrahedra merged into
prisms. The flow field near the wing tip was very difficult to predict. Nearly all entries seriously underpredicted the
suction near the wing-tip upper surface, and neglecting viscous cross-derivative terms yielded even worse predictions
near the wing tip than full Navier-Stokes.
From HiLiftPW-2, the importance of including slat and flap brackets, when comparing with the experiment, was
established. In particular, it appeared that two slat tracks were influential in causing large wedge-shaped regions of
separated flow on the main element near stall. Like with HiLiftPW-1, scatter between CFD results was larger at the
angles of attack near stall. However, for HiLiftPW-2, the lift was not generally underpredicted, but rather sometimes
overpredicted and sometimes underpredicted. Trends with grid refinement did not consistently approach experiment.
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A small part of the CFD inconsistencies may have been due to poor or insufficient iterative convergence, as the
participants had some difficulty fully converging many of the cases. Some of the unstructured grids were shown to
be poor for capturing the wakes of upstream elements. No clear trends with turbulence modeling were exhibited in
the results. A few participants investigated the use of transition, but unlike the HiLiftPW-1 results, the results for
HiLiftPW-2 were mixed and no clear trends with transition stood out.
The third high lift prediction workshop (HiLiftPW-3) was held in June 2017 in Denver, Colorado.a The participants
represented 14 different countries, with about 40% from the U.S. Like with the previous two workshops, there was
broad representation from industry, academia, CFD vendors, and government research labs. The workshop organizing
committee selected two configurations for analysis: the NASA High-Lift Common Research Model (HL-CRM) and
the JAXA Standard Model (JSM). Both models are of interest because they represent realistic high-lift swept-wing
aircraft in landing configuration. HiLiftPW-3 was unique in that it also included a simultaneous companion work-
shop: the first Geometry and Mesh Generation Workshop (GMGW-1).b This companion workshop complemented
HiLiftPW-3 by focusing on areas of needed improvement in geometry processing and mesh generation. The HL-
CRM configuration was used for GMGW-1. The two workshops shared opening and closing sessions, and workshop
participants were allowed to attend sessions at either workshop during the two-days.
This paper summarizes the HiLiftPW-3 workshop data, including several corrections and additional submissions by
some participants soon after the workshop. A total of 35 groups submitted 79 entries. This was more than HiLiftPW-
1, which had 21 groups and 39 entries, or than HiLiftPW-2, which had 26 groups and 48 entries. In addition to
describing the overall collective results in comparison to experimental data, an attempt is made in this paper to identify
trends. Far more data were collected than can be easily shown in this summary paper. Only representative results are
shown in some cases. The paper is organized as follows. First, the geometries and experimental data are briefly
described, followed by a summary of the test cases and grid systems. An overview of the entries is then given. The
results section includes a turbulence model verification test that was intended to help identify possible turbulence
model implementation issues. Then, selected representative results are shown for the HL-CRM and JSM cases, and a
statistical analysis is conducted. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
II. High Lift Geometries and Experimental Data
The two high-lift geometries employed in HiLiftPW-3 are depicted in Fig. 1. The HL-CRM8 has not yet been built
or tested, but wind-tunnel tests are planned in the NASA Langley 14x22-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel in 2018. For
the workshop, the HL-CRM configuration did not include any support brackets or fairings, but it did include a minor
alteration near the break of the flap. In one case, there was a full-chord flap gap, while in the other the gap was partially
sealed. This test case was also the subject of the co-located GMGW-1 workshop, described in the Introduction.
The JSM was tested as a semispan model during the early 2000s at JAXA.9–12 The tests, which included a nacelle
installation study, were performed in the 6.5-m by 5.5-m low-speed wind tunnel (JAXA-LWT1) with a semispan
model mounted on a peniche (“spacer”) of various heights. The data used for HiLiftPW-3 had a peniche height 60
mm, with an additional separation of 10 mm between the peniche and the fuselage (to avoid counting the force on the
peniche). The 10 mm gap was sealed with a material that mitigated the flow in the gap. The wing elements were not
tripped (no transition fixing). The freestream velocity in the experiments was approximately 60 m/s (M = 0.172),
and the estimated tunnel turbulence intensity was Tu = 0.16 percent. The experimental data included forces and
pitching moment, surface pressure coefficient, oil flow images, and transition information (using China clay). Some
information about wing deformation was also made available after the workshop, but the influence of wing deformation
was analyzed by JAXA and found to be minor.
Table 1 provides geometric reference parameters for both HL-CRM and JSM configurations. Note that all param-
eters were given in English units (inches) for the HL-CRM, and in metric-system units (mm) for the JSM. We have
retained this convention here, to maintain consistency with the original specifications.
III. Test Cases
For HiLiftPW-3, there were three general cases. Case 1 was a grid convergence study using the HL-CRM. For this
case, two different flap gaps were included. Case 2 was a nacelle installation study for the JSM; it included all slat and
flap support hardware. Case 3 was a turbulence model verification case, whose purpose was to help determine codes
ahttps://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov [retrieved 01 November 2017].
bhttp://www.gmgworkshop.com [retrieved 01 November 2017].
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(a) NASA HL-CRM. (b) JAXA JSM.
(c) Two configurations for NASA HL-CRM. (d) Two configurations for JAXA JSM.
Figure 1. The high-lift geometries used in HiLiftPW-3.
that have implemented identical (bug-free) versions of certain turbulence models. The test cases for the workshop are
summarized here:
CASE 1: Grid Convergence Study on the NASA HL-CRM
• Case 1a - Full Chord Flap Gap (REQUESTED): M = 0.2, α = 8◦ and 16◦, ReMAC = 3.26 million, free air,
fully turbulent;
• Case 1b - Full Chord Flap Gap (OPTIONAL): Same as 1a except use grid adaption;
• Case 1c - Partially-sealed Flap Gap (OPTIONAL): Same as 1a except partially-sealed flap gap geometry;
• Case 1d - Partially-sealed Flap Gap (OPTIONAL): Same as 1c except use grid adaption
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Table 1. Geometric reference parameters for the high-lift configurations.
HL-CRM JSM
MAC 275.8 in 529.2 mm
bref/2 1156.75 in 2300.0 mm
Sref/2 297360.0 in
2 1123300 mm2
MRC (1325.90, 468.75, 177.95) in (2375.7, 0, 0) mm
CASE 2: Nacelle Installation Study on the JSM
• Case 2a - Nacelle/Pylon OFF (REQUESTED): M = 0.172, α = 4.36◦, 10.47◦, 14.54◦, 18.58◦, 20.59◦, and
21.57◦, ReMAC = 1.93 million, free air, either fully turbulent or with transition;
• Case 2b - Nacelle/Pylon OFF (OPTIONAL): Same as 2a except use grid adaption;
• Case 2c - Nacelle/Pylon ON (REQUESTED): Same as 2a except nacelle/pylon ON geometry;
• Case 2d - Nacelle/Pylon ON (OPTIONAL): Same as 2c except use grid adaption
CASE 3 (REQUESTED): Turbulence Model Verification Study
• 2-D airfoil near-wake case VERIF/2DANW from http://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov;
•M = 0.088, α = 0◦, Re = 1.2 million per chord;
• grid convergence study (at least 3 finest grid levels)
IV. Grid Systems
Several committee grids (i.e., sponsored by the HiLiftPW-3 committee) were created specifically for the workshop.
These are listed in Tables 2 and 3, and Figs. 2(a) and (b) display the grid sizes graphically. As shown, there was a
very large range of grid sizes available. In terms of “medium” grids, which presumably represent what are typically
considered standard practice, the sizes ranged from 16 million grid points to 235 million grid points, over an order of
magnitude difference. The average medium grid size consisted of about 62 million points, and average fine grid had
about 148 million points. These are only a small percentage larger than the grids from HiLiftPW-2, whose average
medium grid size was 43 million points, and average fine grid was 127 million points. Although not required, the
participants were asked to run their codes on at least one set of committee grids, if possible. Special grids were also
created for the HL-CRM: unstructured adapted (for α = 8◦ and 16◦) and unstructured high order. Finally, many
participant grids were produced for both HiLiftPW-3 and for GMGW-1. The special and participant grids are not
described here, but they can be found on the HiLiftPW-3 workshop website.c Other than what is listed in Tables 2
and 3, the particular characteristics of each grid are not covered here. As part of GMGW-1, there was some analysis
performed for the HL-CRM grids, which will be described in separate AIAA conference papers.
V. Summary of Entries
A summary of the participant entries to HiLiftPW-3 is given in Tables 4 and 5. The tables include an identifier for
each submission, the code and turbulence model used, the cases run, and the grid systems employed. The identifiers
consist of a primary number in front of the decimal point that identifies the group or person submitting the data, and a
secondary sequence after the decimal point that identifies variations (for example, different grids, codes, or turbulence
models). There were 35 individuals/groups who submitted 79 entries. The primary numbers are not sequential because
there were groups who dropped out either before or after the workshop.
For turbulence models, most participants used the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model13 or variant. Four of the variants
are rotation/curvature (RC),14 rotation (R),15 negative (neg),16 and quadratic constitutive relation (QCR).17 The so-
called “noft2” variant simply ignores the ft2 term in the turbulence model equation, which is believed to make very
little difference for fully turbulent results. For more details, see the NASA Langley Turbulence Modeling Resource
(TMR) website.d Other RANS models utilized by participants were BSL,18 SST,18 SST-V,19 SST-V-sust,20 SST-
chttps://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov [retrieved 01 November 2017].
dhttps://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov [retrieved 01 November 2017].
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Table 2. Summary of supplied grids for Case 1 (number of grid points/cells given in millions).
Label Grid Responsible Type Coarse Medium Fine Extra-Fine Notes
Tool Org pts / cells pts / cells pts / cells pts / cells
HL-CRM
A-HLCRM ANSA+ NASA str 24 / 23 65 / 64 189 / 185 564 / 554 overset
Chimera
B1-HLCRM Pointwise Pointwise unstr 8 / 48 26 / 157 70 / 416 206 / 1228 tet
B2-HLCRM Pointwise Pointwise unstr 8 / 22 26 / 65 70 / 170 206 / 541 mixed prism/tet
B3-HLCRM Pointwise Pointwise unstr 8 / 18 27 / 48 71 / 119 208 / 397 mixed
C-HLCRM GridPro GridPro str 10 / 8 77 / 68 338 / 311 n/a one-to-one
Note: Partially-sealed HL-CRM flap grids are similar to above-listed medium grids.
Table 3. Summary of supplied grids for Case 2 (number of grid points/cells given in millions).
Label Grid Responsible Type Medium no nacelle Medium with nacelle Notes
Tool Org pts / cells pts / cells
A-JSM Chimera NASA str 221 / 216 235 / 230 overset
B-JSM DLR-SOLAR DLR unstr 102 / 162 126 / 207 mixed
C1-JSM VGRID Spaceship & unstr 16 / 97 21 / 124 tet
Gulfstream
C2-JSM VGRID Spaceship & unstr 16 / 52 21 / 65 mixed
Gulfstream
D-JSM JAXA tools JAXA unstr 50 / 120 59 / 139 mixed
E-JSM ANSA U Oxford & unstr 52 / 107 58 / 120 mixed
BETA-CAE
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(a) Grid points. (b) Grid cells.
Figure 2. Committee grid sizes used in HiLiftPW-3.
2003,21 SST[mod] (SST with modifications, including wall-function look-up table and increasing constant a1 from
0.31 to 0.438), SST[a1 = 1] (SST with constant a1 changed to 1), Wilcox1988CC (Wilcox198822 with a proprietary
curvature extension (CC) based on the ideas of Bardina et al.23), Wilcox1998,24 Lag-EB-ke,25 and SSG/LRR-RSM-
w2012.26, 27 Transition models included SST-gamma,28 AFT2017b,29 and γ-Ret-SST.30 There were also several non-
traditional (not Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) methods. The Unicorn code, a general Galerkin adaptive finite
element method, used an implicit subgrid scale (SGS) model by numerical stabilization. The PowerFLOW code, a
Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) method, used a proprietary very large eddy simulation (VLES) wall model. The XFlow LB
code used a Wall-Adapting Local-Eddy (WALE) model.31 Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES)32 was also
used by one participant.
In the tables, “Y” indicates that the participant completed the case, “I” indicates only partial completion, and “-”
indicates the case was not submitted at all. As can be seen, only two participants (007.1 and 008.1) submitted results
for all cases, which included adaption results (optional cases 1b, 1d, 2b, and 2d). The requested cases 1a, 2a, 2c, and
3 were the most computed cases, as expected. Under the Notes, “Transit.” indicates a transition model or specification
was used, “Time-acc” indicates time-accurate RANS, “Adaptive” indicates grid adaption cases were included, and
“3rd order” indicates third-order spatial accuracy.
VI. Results
A. Turbulence Modeling Verification
The turbulence modeling verification case (Case 3) was included to test the consistency of model implementations
in different codes. As described on the NASA Langley TMR website, relatively simple test cases like this can be
used in combination with grid convergence studies to confidently show whether or not results from different codes are
approaching the same value as the grid is refined, which implies verification of the turbulence model implementations.
Although this method of verification is not as strong a proof as the use of method of manufactured solutions,33 it is
particularly convincing when multiple codes from different organizations agree, since the likelihood of many different
software coders making the same mistake is small.
The current verification case is the flow over a DSMA661(Model A) airfoil,34 with a focus on the flow field in the
near wake as well as the forces on the airfoil. This case was chosen because of the importance of wakes from upstream
elements impacting downstream elements in high lift configurations. In the interest of space, a picture of the airfoil
shape is not shown here, but the reader can find details on the TMR website (case VERIF/2DANW).
Note that one relatively minor issue emerged at HiLiftPW-3. As originally posed, the farfield extent of the grids
provided for this case was only 20c from the airfoil. As a result, it was possible that different implementations of the
farfield boundary condition could influence the results. After the workshop, new grids and results were posted on the
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Table 4. Summary of entries, part 1.
Entry Primary Code Turbulence 1a 1b 1c 1d 2a 2b 2c 2d 3 Case1 Case2 Notes
Number Organization Name Model grids grids
001.1 CARDC Mflow SA I - I - I - I - Y B3 E
002.1# U. Oxford OpenFOAM SA I - - - I - I - - d(nc) E
002.2# U. Oxford Star-CCM+ SA I - - - I - - - - d(nc) E
003.1 Siemens Star-CCM+ SST Y - Y - Y - Y - Y B3 D
003.2 Siemens Star-CCM+ SA Y - - - - - - - Y B3 -
003.3 Siemens Star-CCM+ Lag-EB-ke Y - - - - - - - Y B3 -
003.4 Siemens Star-CCM+ SST-gamma - - - - Y - - - - D Transit.
004.1# U. Tenn. COFFE SA-neg - - - - Y - - - I - C1
004.2* U. Tenn. COFFE SA-neg Y - - - I - I - - b1(nc) C1 3rd order
004.3# U. Tenn. Kestrel SA I - - - - - - - - (nc) -
004.4* U. Tenn. Kestrel SA - - - - Y - - - - (nc) - Time-acc
004.5# U. Tenn. KCFD BSL Y - - - Y - - - I B2 C2
004.6# U. Tenn. KCFD SA Y - - - Y - - - I B2 C2
005.1# U. Tenn. OVERFLOW SA-RC-QCR - - - - I - I - - - A Transit.
-AFT2017b
005.2* U. Tenn. OVERFLOW SA-noft2 - - - - I - I - - - A
-RC-QCR
006.1 Metacomp CFD++ SA-RC-QCR Y - - - Y - Y - Y B2 D
006.2 Metacomp CFD++ SA - - - - - - - - Y - -
007.1# Boeing GGNS SA-QCR Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y B1+a(nc) C1+(nc) Adaptive
008.1 Kawasaki Cflow SA-noft2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y B3+n(nc) D+e(nc) Adaptive
009.1 ISCFDC Arion SST-2003 - - - - I - - - - - C2
009.2 ISCFDC Arion SST-2003 - - - - I - - - - - E
010.1# ANSYS Fluent SA Y - Y - - - - - Y B3 -
010.2# ANSYS Fluent SST I - - - - - - - Y B3 -
010.3* ANSYS Fluent SST[a1 = 1] Y - Y - - - - - - B3 -
010.4* ANSYS Fluent BSL Y - Y - - - - - - B3 -
011.1 JAXA TAS SA-noft2-R Y - - - Y - Y - Y B3 D
011.2 JAXA TAS SA-noft2 Y - - - Y - Y - - B3 D
-R-QCR
012.1 Boeing CFD++ SA-QCR Y - Y - Y - Y - I e2(nc) C2
012.2 Boeing GGNS SA-RC-QCR I - Y - - - - - - e1(nc) -
013.1# Exa PowerFLOW LBM-VLES - - - - Y - Y - - - (nc)
014.1 USAFA Kestrel SARC Y - - - Y - Y - - B2 C2
014.2 USAFA Kestrel SARC+DDES Y - - - Y - Y - - B2 C2
015.1 CARDC TRIP SA Y - - - Y - Y - I (nc) (nc)
016.1 MAI LOGOS SSG/LRR Y - - - Y - Y - Y B3 (nc)
-RSM-w2012
016.2 MAI LOGOS SA Y - - - Y - Y - Y B3 (nc)
016.3 MAI LOGOS SST Y - - - Y - Y - Y B3 (nc)
017.1# ARA TAU SA-neg - - - - Y - Y - - - B
017.2# ARA TAU SA-neg - - - - Y - Y - - - f(nc)
018.1 ONERA elsA(unstr, SA I - - - - - - - Y B2
beta)
* = new submission added after workshop
# = modified after workshop
nc = noncommittee grid
Y = yes
I = incomplete (missing alphas, missing files, etc.)
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Table 5. Summary of entries, part 2.
Entry Primary Code Turbulence 1a 1b 1c 1d 2a 2b 2c 2d 3 Case1 Case2 Notes
Number Organization Name Model grids grids
019.1# EMBRAER SU2 SA Y - - - Y - Y - Y B3 C2
019.2* EMBRAER CFD++ SA-RC-QCR Y - Y - Y - Y - Y B3 C2
019.3* EMBRAER CFD++ SA-RC-QCR Y - Y - Y - Y - - B2 E
019.4* EMBRAER CFD++ SA-RC-QCR Y - - - - - - - - r(nc) -
021.1# IAE BRU3D SA Y - - - Y - Y - Y d(nc) E
022.1# NASA Ames OVERFLOW SA-noft2 Y - Y - Y - Y - - A A
-RC-QCR
022.2# NASA Ames OVERFLOW SA-noft2 - - - - Y - Y - Y - A
022.3* NASA Ames OVERFLOW SA-noft2 - - - - Y - Y - - - A Time-acc
-RC-QCR
023.1 Boeing BCFD SA-RC-QCR Y - - - Y - Y - Y e2(nc) E
023.2 Boeing BCFD SA-RC - - - - - - - - Y - -
023.3 Boeing BCFD SA - - - - - - - - Y - -
023.4 Boeing BCFD SST - - - - - - - - Y - -
024.1 U. Tokyo UTCart SA-noft2-R - - - - Y - Y - - - (nc)
025.1# CFMS zCFD SST-V-sust Y - - - I - I - Y (nc) (nc)
026.1# DLR TAU SA-neg Y - - - Y - Y - Y p(nc) B
026.2* DLR TAU SA-neg Y - - - - - - - - (nc) -
028.1 NASA LaRC PowerFLOW LBM-VLES I - I - - - - - - (nc) -
030.1# Bombardier Dragon Wilcox1988CC Y - - - Y - - - Y B2 E
030.2# Bombardier Dragon Wilcox1988CC Y - I - Y - Y - - f(nc) b(nc)
030.3# Bombardier Dragon Wilcox1988CC - - - - Y - - - - - E Transit.
030.4# Bombardier Dragon Wilcox1988CC - - - - Y - Y - - - b(nc) Transit.
030.5# Bombardier Dragon SA - - - - - - - - Y - -
030.6# Bombardier Dragon SST - - - - - - - - Y - -
030.7# Bombardier Dragon Wilcox1998 - - - - - - - - Y - -
031.1 Dassault XFlow WALE I - - - I - I - - (nc) (nc)
032.1# CSC Unicorn Implicit SGS - - - - - I - I - - (nc) Adaptive
033.1# NASA Ames LAVA SA-noft2 Y - Y - Y - Y - Y A A
033.2# NASA Ames LAVA SA - - - - - - Y - - - (nc)
034.1# U. Los Andes SU2 SA I - - - - - - - Y B3 -
035.1# U. Colorado PHASTA SA-noft2 Y - - - Y - Y - Y B1 C1
035.2* U. Colorado PHASTA SA-noft2 - - - - Y - - - - - C1
-QCR
035.3* U. Colorado PHASTA SA-noft2 I - - - - - - - - (nc) -
036.1# TotalSim FUN3D SST I - - - - - - - - B1 -
036.2# TotalSim FUN3D SA-neg - - - - I - I - - - C1
036.3# TotalSim OpenFOAM γ-Ret-SST - - - - - - - - I - -
036.4# TotalSim OpenFOAM SA - - - - - - - - I - -
036.5# TotalSim OpenFOAM SST[mod] - - - - I - I - I - (nc)
039.1# Gulfstream FUN3D SA I - - - I - I - - B2 C2
039.2* Gulfstream FUN3D SA I - - - - - - - - s(nc) -
040.1 ILight OVERFLOW SA-noft2 Y - - - - - - - - A -
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TMR website, with 500c farfield grid extent. The only noticeable impact of the new grids was a slight increase in
the CL (of around 0.0006). All other quantities of interest showed very little change. Therefore, even though most
participant results shown here used the 20c grid, the conclusions are unaffected.
A few other notes are made here. First, we have removed five sets of original Case 3 (only) entries from 026, which
consisted of various runs on the 20c grid. Participant 026 subsequently ran Case 3 on the 500c grid; those results are
included here under the identifier 026.1. Second, participant 022.2 ran Case 3 both with and without a low-speed
preconditioner. Here, we only show the results without the preconditioner. When included, the preconditioner altered
the results somewhat.
Figure 3 shows CL and CD for all participant verification results. For a given model, one expects the results to
converge toward a single solution as h → 0. Here, red solid lines indicate models based on SA, green dash lines are
models based on SST, and blue dot-dash lines are all other models (all blue lines are not expected to agree). Clearly,
there is a nonvanishing spread in the solutions for a given model, as well as a few outliers. Because most of the results
were from SA, we next focus on a more detailed analysis of only the SA results.
(a) Lift coefficient. (b) Drag coefficient.
Figure 3. Grid study of computed forces for the airfoil wake verification case.
The SA model implementation in CFL3D35 and FUN3D36 have both been verified by the method of manufactured
solutions.37 As the grid for this case is refined, both of these codes approach consistent results, as expected. Therefore,
here we use the CFL3D and FUN3D solutions as reference solutions, and we expect results from other codes to
agree with them. If they do not agree, then likely a different version of SA has been implemented (intentionally or
unintentionally), or else a coding mistake is present.
Figures 4 and 5 show drag coefficient and minimum u-velocity at a specific x-location for all SA model results,
including the CFL3D and FUN3D reference solutions. The participant results include SA-noft2 and SA-neg, both
of which should have no impact on the results compared to standard SA. Other SA variants (R, RC, and QCR) have
been omitted because they are expected to yield differences. From the figures, several of the participant results are
approaching very similar results to the reference solutions for both quantities: 004.1, 006.2, 022.2, 023.3, 026.1, and
033.1. Others are more significantly off: 001.1, 008.1, 015.1, 016.2, 018.1, 019.1, 021.1, 030.5, and 034.1. The
remaining results are “close,” or else are close for one measure but off for another. Thus, only 6 out of 19 of the CFD
codes (32%) appear to be fully verified for SA based on these two measures.
We have just shown typical results of many collected. They reflect the overall trends from the submitted CFD data
for this case. The agreement/disagreement in the quantities just shown also implies agreement/disagreement of other
detailed results, such as velocity and turbulent shear stress profiles. An example of good agreement in these profiles is
shown in Fig. 6. Here, wake profiles at the locations x/c = 1.01 and 1.20 are shown for the results from 004.1, 006.2,
022.2, 023.3, 026.1, and 033.1 (along with the reference solutions). There is near perfect agreement among all 8 of
these codes: CFL3D, FUN3D, Kestrel/COFFE, CFD++, OVERFLOW, BCFD, TAU, and LAVA. In fact, it is difficult
to tell that there are 8 lines making up each curve, because they agree so well. Results from any of the other codes that
use SA, SA-noft2, or SA-neg (shown in light gray lines in the figure) generally did not agree to this level of detail.
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(a) Normal view. (b) Zoomed view.
Figure 4. Verification case drag coefficient, SA model.
(a) Normal view. (b) Zoomed view.
Figure 5. Verification case minimum u-velocity at x/c = 1.01, SA model.
Note that this list of eight verified codes represents only the ones that ran one of these three versions of SA. Although
not done here, a similar verification exercise could be performed for codes that employed other versions of SA or a
different turbulence model altogether.
This verification exercise, as well as others on the TMR website, illustrates an important point. With careful grid
convergence studies, near perfect agreement between different CFD codes for a given turbulence model is possible.
As a result, we gain confidence that the codes are verified for that model. This works for simple cases (like Case 3)
because large enough grid sizes can be used to sufficiently reduce the discretization error and full iterative convergence
is also easier to achieve. Verification for realistic 3-D cases is much more difficult because of the very fine grids that
would be required as well as the difficulty often encountered trying to converge them. If all codes could be verified in
this way, we could remove one source of uncertainty (model implementation differences and coding mistakes) when
comparing results for complex high-lift cases. In the next section of the paper, we will assess whether the “verified”
codes here perform more consistently for SA on the complex HL-CRM configuration.
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(a) u/Uref (b) u′v′/U2ref
Figure 6. Verification case profiles on finest grid along x/c = 1.01 and 1.20 using 8 “verified” codes, for SA, SA-noft2, and SA-neg (light
gray lines represent results from other codes).
B. HL-CRM
The HL-CRM case was a “blind” test case. Therefore, this exercise was used primarily to compare CFD results against
each other. The cases included grid convergence studies, to attempt to discern the influence of numerical errors on the
global forces and pitching moment. Also, as mentioned earlier, a slight variation of the flap gap geometry was included
for determining trends. Participants were asked to provide global forces and pitching moment for different grid sizes.
They were also asked for iterative convergence data, surface pressure and skin friction data, and a few velocity profiles
over the wing. An HL-CRM model is being built for semispan testing in the NASA Langley 14x22-Foot Subsonic
Wind Tunnel. Experimental data from this model is expected to be available in the future.
1. Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment
The legend for the HL-CRM CFD results is shown in Fig. 7. Note that the results for each participant was given
a different letter symbol, and multiple results from a given participant were given different line types. Two results
that were adaptive (from 007.1 and 008.1) are shown using blue dashed lines; the remainder are red. Lift, drag, and
pitching moment results are shown in Fig. 8 for the two cases of α = 8◦ and 16◦. Results are plotted as a function of
N−2/3, where N is the number of unknowns. Results that behave with second-order accuracy should plot as a straight
line in this coordinate system on sufficiently refined grids. An infinitely fine grid is represented by N−2/3 → 0. Three
grid sizes are indicated along the x-axis for reference.
As a whole, the CFD results did not converge toward a single solution as the grid was refined. For CL, there was a
roughly 0.1 spread in results on the finest grids (ignoring outliers). For CD the spread was roughly 0.01, and for Cm
the spread was roughly 0.05. Generally, the trend was for lift to increase and pitching moment to decrease as the grid
was refined. The trend for drag was less clear. For adaptive grids, the expectation is that the grid adapts mainly in the
regions where finer mesh spacing is needed. As a result, less overall grid points should be necessary for achieving a
given level of accuracy. This appears to have been the case for participant 007.1. Its results leveled off for fairly coarse
grid levels, somewhere near N = 10 million. However, this was not the case for 008.1, whose results showed changes
with grid size even on finer grid levels.
Figure 9 shows results only for the models SA, SA-noft2, and SA-neg, whose results should be the same on
sufficiently fine grids. Generally, with only one model being used, the results were somewhat tighter compared to
results in Fig. 8, as might be expected. But there was still a nonvanishing spread in the results as the grids were
refined. Three of the participants whose codes passed the verification test for the SA model from Case 3 are further
highlighted with thick blue lines in the figure. These results are from 004.2, 026.1, and 033.1 (Kestrel/COFFE, Tau,
and LAVA). (Note that the 004.2 results used third-order spatial accuracy on much coarser grids than the others, but
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Figure 7. Legend for HL-CRM results.
presumably the higher order yielded more accurate solutions for a given grid size than second order codes.) All three
codes appeared to be more consistent than the SA results as a whole (note that 004.2 did not report pitching moment
results).
Although not conclusive, this figure suggests that verified codes will yield more consistent results for a complex
3-D case like the HL-CRM. This certainly makes sense. However, it is still not entirely clear if the remaining scatter
among all the SA results is solely due to coding errors / implementation differences, or if some other factors (perhaps
related to insufficient grid size or nonoptimal grid distribution) are in play. In any case, code verification removes one
source of uncertainty when comparing different CFD results and is strongly recommended.38
2. Effect of Flap Gap Treatment
The HL-CRM case included an optional configuration change of a partially-sealed gap as opposed to the baseline
full chord flap gap (see Fig. 1(c)). There were 15 participants who included this case on a medium grid and two
participants who also used adaptive grids. Results for ∆CL = CL,partial−CL,full and ∆CD = CD,partial−CD,full
are shown in Fig. 10. ∆Cm are not shown here because some of the participants did not include it. For this exercise,
we are mostly looking for an assessment of the consistency among the CFD results since there is no data to compare
with. Most participants predicted a positive ∆CL at both angles of attack between 0.01 and 0.04. ∆CD for α = 16◦
was mostly positive (usually between 0.001 and 0.004), but the predicted drag increment was inconsistent for α = 8◦.
Both lift and drag increments were more consistent at the higher angle of attack.
3. Other Submitted Data
Other submitted data for the HL-CRM included iterative data, surface pressures, surface skin friction, and velocity
profiles. Although not shown, for iterative convergence, submitted results for CL for the most part appeared to be
“settled,” in that changes to CL with iteration were within about two decimal places. Sometimes the results were
steady, and sometimes they oscillated a small amount. However, very few participants could converge residuals for
steady-state results beyond a few orders of magnitude. Therefore, iterative convergence likely still plays a role in the
CFD uncertainty.
For surface pressures and velocity profiles, participant results tended to be less consistent with each other on the
flap, as well as outboard. An example for velocity profiles is shown in Fig. 11. Over the main element about midway
out the wing, the CFD results were reasonably consistent with each other with the exception of a few outliers. Figure
11(a) shows the main element boundary layer and the slat wake. Over the flap element (Fig. 11(b)), the variation
among CFD results was considerably greater. In this figure, the flap boundary layer and main element wake are
visible, but there is no longer evidence of the slat wake from upstream. Although not shown, it was not possible to
discern trends according to grid type or turbulence model. The variation among results does not appear to be a function
of these measures. Although not shown, surface skin friction results tended to be very inconsistent.
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(a) Lift coefficient, α = 8◦. (b) Lift coefficient, α = 16◦.
(c) Drag coefficient, α = 8◦. (d) Drag coefficient, α = 16◦.
(e) Moment coefficient, α = 8◦. (f) Moment coefficient, α = 16◦.
Figure 8. HL-CRM grid study of forces and pitching moment (for legend see Fig. 7).
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(a) Lift coefficient, α = 8◦. (b) Lift coefficient, α = 16◦.
(c) Drag coefficient, α = 8◦. (d) Drag coefficient, α = 16◦.
(e) Moment coefficient, α = 8◦. (f) Moment coefficient, α = 16◦.
Figure 9. HL-CRM results (SA, SA-noft2, or SA-neg only); heavy blue lines represent participants whose codes passed the verification test
for SA. 15 of 33
(a) Delta lift coefficient, α = 8◦. (b) Delta lift coefficient, α = 16◦.
(c) Delta drag coefficient, α = 8◦. (d) Delta drag coefficient, α = 16◦.
Figure 10. Effect of HL-CRM flap gap geometry treatment.
C. JSM
Experimental data from semispan testing of the JSM model at JAXA were available to all participants prior to the
workshop. Therefore, a major component of the evaluation of results for this configuration was comparison against the
experimental results, although comparing free-air computations with corrected semispan data introduces considerable
uncertainty. Two configurations included one without nacelle/pylon and one with nacelle/pylon. Participants were
again asked to provide global forces and pitching moment, as well as some iterative convergence data, surface pressure
and skin friction data, and a few velocity profiles over the wing. However, there were no experimental data for surface
skin friction or velocity profiles.
It is important to note that the HiLiftPW-3 workshop organizers did not collect surface flow visualization infor-
mation from the participant CFD simulations as it was unclear how to specify a standard way to collect this data.
Nonetheless, most of the participants included such visualizations in their presentation slides for the JSM cases, and
compared with the oil flow visualizations from the experiment. These comparisons conveyed very meaningful infor-
mation. In particular, it was found to be possible for CFD to obtain reasonable integrated results (CL) for the wrong
reasons (incorrect separation patterns). Unfortunately, without the data, this current summary paper cannot easily
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(a) Over the main element at x = 1495 inches. (b) Over the flap element at x = 1615 inches.
(c) Location of velocity profiles.
Figure 11. HL-CRM velocity profiles at y = 638 inches, α = 16◦.
show such figures. However, we will attempt to explain (in words) what was noted at the workshop from the surface
flow visualizations from this case. The participant talks are all available from the workshop website,e so the interested
reader can look there for details.
Another important note is that CFD for the JSM only used “medium” grid levels. In other words, there was no grid
convergence study conducted for these cases. As will be seen, such a study could prove to be very useful for this case,
particularly for the higher angles of attack near CL,max.
1. Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment
For the JSM, participants were asked to run six different angles of attack: 4.36, 10.47, 14.54, 18.58, 20.59, and 21.57
degrees. These correspond to corrected angles of attack from the semispan experiment. The legend for the results
is shown in Fig. 12, and lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficient plots are shown in Fig. 13. Note that there were
missing moments from 004.1, 031.1, 032.1, 035.2, and a few obviously incorrect moments from 004.5, 004.6, 006.1,
and 007.1(adapted with nacelle/pylon) that were not plotted. In the linear part of the lift curve, most participants
produced CL values that agreed well with experiment, both with and without the nacelle/pylon. There were a handful
of outliers, particularly participant 016 (“P”), which exhibited extremely low CL values. However, at angles of attack
above α = 15◦, the CFD results exhibited a significant spread with some overpredicting and many underpredicting
CL,max by a significant amount. This type of spread near CL,max has been a common result throughout the entire
HiLiftPW series to date. Drag coefficient was overpredicted by the CFD, even at low angles of attack. The reason
for this is not known. Finally, unlike the previous HiLiftPWs, pitching moment coefficient was predicted reasonably
ehttps://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov [retrieved 01 November 2017].
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well, in the mean, although its spread was quite large even at low angles of attack. More details will be shown in the
Statistical Analysis section.
Note that these collective plots show all submitted results together. They include mostly fully turbulent RANS,
although there were a few transitional RANS runs as well as a few LB submissions and one DDES. The transitional
runs and the LB submissions will be mentioned again below. The DDES submission (014.2), run on a committee
RANS grid, did not produce reasonable results; lift was very low throughout the linear part of the lift curve.
Figure 12. Legend for JSM results.
The ability of the CFD to predict the deltas in forces and pitching moment (between the two configurations na-
celle/pylon on and off) is summarized in Fig. 14. Here, for example, ∆CL = CL,nacelle on − CL,nacelle off . Except
for one participant, all CFD results followed the experimental trend extremely well for lift, drag, and pitching moment
at the angles of attack below about 15◦. Above that, there was more variation, with some participants doing better than
others.
Although difficult to see them “hidden” within the plots of collective results, there were some CFD results that
compared reasonably well with experiment in terms of lift versus angle of attack. By focusing only on these, some
points can be made about consistency and grid convergence. We used
Σ ≡ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(CL,CFD − CL,exp)2
(where N includes each specified angle of attack at and below α = 20.59◦) to isolate the “best” CFD results for
each of the JSM cases. For each configuration, we chose the nine participant results that yielded the lowest Σ values,
ignoring those results that did not predict a CL,max or predicted it far too late. Note that other criteria might yield
different results. However, our purpose here is not to declare “winners,” but rather to look in more detail at some of
the results that appeared to match the CL data fairly well. Results are shown in Fig. 15. Five sets made the list for
both configurations: 019.2, 019.3, 030.4, 031.1, and 036.5. One of these was an LB method (031.1), but note that
031.1 did not run all of the requested angles of attack. The remaining four were RANS; two used the fully turbulent
SA-RC-QCR turbulence model, one used Wilcox1988CC with set transition, and one used a fully turbulent SST model
with modifications. Although not shown, plotting the same participant results for CD and Cm did not necessarily yield
the “best” results for those measures. In other words, we are showing results for CL only, and the best predictors of
CL were not necessarily the best predictors of CD or Cm.
As discussed in the Turbulence Modeling Verification section, any verified code should obtain the same grid-
converged results. The entries 019.2 and 019.3 used CFD++ with SA-RC-QCR on two different grids. CFD++
was one of the verified codes for SA from the Case 3 verification study, but the RC-QCR version of the model has
not yet been verified. Other codes also used SA-RC-QCR for these cases, but did not agree as well as 019 near
CL,max. This inconsistency among codes using ostensibly the same model could be explained if the grids were too
coarse, particularly for the flowfield near CL,max, so that the various results were not grid converged enough to be
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(a) Lift coefficient, no nacelle/pylon. (b) Lift coefficient, with nacelle/pylon.
(c) Drag coefficient, no nacelle/pylon. (d) Drag coefficient, with nacelle/pylon.
(e) Moment coefficient, no nacelle/pylon. (f) Moment coefficient, with nacelle/pylon.
Figure 13. JSM forces and pitching moment (for legend see Fig. 12).
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(a) Lift coefficient. (b) Drag coefficient.
(c) Moment coefficient.
Figure 14. Deltas between configuration with nacelle/pylon and without (for legend see Fig. 12).
meaningful. This explanation may make sense because the more complex the flow physics (e.g., separated flow), the
more grid density may be required to resolve it. This explanation is also supported by the fact that 017.1 and 017.2
as well as 019.2 and 019.3 were each performed on two different grids (with the same code and turbulence model),
and there were notable differences between the results at higher angles of attack. See Fig. 16 (here the experiment
is shown only in light gray, because the primary emphasis is on the CFD comparisons with themselves). 017 results
(in red) differed with grid at and above α = 14.54◦, while 019 results (in blue) differed at and above α = 18.58◦.
Besides grid and lack of turbulence model verification, insufficient iterative convergence and transition modeling (or
lack thereof) are also likely sources of error, both of which will be discussed below.
Also shown in Fig. 16 are results from 022.2 and 022.3, which used the same code, turbulence model, and grid,
but ran one in “steady state” mode and one time accurately. There were essentially no differences at low angles
of attack, but there were significant differences at higher angles of attack, especially when the nacelle/pylon was
present. Although neither of the 022 results agreed well with the experiment at the higher angles, this difference
points to possible issues when trying to obtain RANS results for a configuration that may have regions with significant
unsteadiness due to separated flow. This issue may also be related to the fact that multiple solutions to the RANS
equations appear to be possible for high lift flows with significant separation present.39 Whether or not this issue is at
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play for the JSM cases near CL,max is not known.
It is further worth noting that CFD++ was used for JSM by several participants: 006.1 (SA-RC-QCR), 012.1
(SA-QCR), 019.2 (SA-RC-QCR), and 019.3 (SA-RC-QCR). Only the latter two results agreed well with the JSM
experiment near CL,max. Participants 012.1 and 019.2 used the same grid, but different versions of the turbulence
model. Participants 006.1, 019.2, and 019.3 all used the same turbulence model but three different grids. If the
grids were indeed insufficient to resolve the flowfield near CL,max, then concluding anything definitively becomes
very difficult. Regarding grid convergence, an additional point should be made that 007.1 (SA-QCR), 008.1 (SA-
noft2), and 032.1 (implicit SGS) all made use of adapted grids for the JSM cases. If, in fact, the adaption processes
were “perfect” and they really sufficiently refined the grid where it was needed, then presumably these results would
represent the “truth” for the particular turbulence models employed. We would then have more confidence that the
turbulence model alone was at fault for any disagreement with experiment. However, because grid adaption technology
is still evolving, we withhold judgment on this subject and instead emphasize that future efforts should continue to
focus in the areas of verification and grid adaption.
(a) No nacelle/pylon. (b) With nacelle/pylon.
Figure 15. CFD results that agreed “best” with experimental JSM CL data.
(a) No nacelle/pylon. (b) With nacelle/pylon.
Figure 16. CFD results that isolated grid effect or temporal treatment for both JSM cases.
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2. Surface Flow Visualizations
As mentioned earlier, surface flow visualizations played an important role at the workshop, with many participants
comparing their CFD results with the high-quality JAXA oil flow visualizations from the experiment. Here, we show
several of the oil flow photographs and then describe in words what we noted at the workshop.
Figure 17 displays the experimental oil flow at two high angles of attack: 18.58◦ (before stall) and 21.57◦ (after
stall). There was evidence of significant separation near the wing tip (both angles of attack) as well as a large wing-root
separation at the higher angle. The tip separation appeared to have been instigated by the disturbed flow passing over
the main element directly behind the outermost slat bracket. In fact, as seen in the figures, there is clear evidence of
each of the slat bracket wakes as they pass over the main element and influence the surface oil. At lower angles of
attack (not shown), the visible surface flow was for the most part attached, although the disturbed areas behind each
of the slat brackets was still clearly visible.
At the workshop, it was generally noticed that most of the RANS codes produced surface flows that had too
much separation near the wing tip compared to the experiment and not enough separation near the wing root at and
beyond CL,max. And in many cases the CFD produced not only too much separated flow behind the outermost slat
bracket, but also produced separated flow behind other slat brackets on the outer part of the wing as well. Some of the
notable exceptions to this trend were scale-resolving simulations (such as LB), which tended to produce surface flow
patterns that were more similar to the experiment. Therefore, some of the RANS participants may have been getting
reasonable results (in terms of integrated forces) for the wrong reasons (too much separation outboard and too little
inboard). Collected Cp data, examples of which will be shown later, also tell this story.
(a) No nacelle/pylon, α = 18.58◦. (b) With nacelle/pylon, α = 18.59◦.
(c) No nacelle/pylon, α = 21.57◦. (d) With nacelle/pylon, α = 21.57◦.
Figure 17. Oil flow photographs from JSM experiment.
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3. Effect of Transition
Four entries includes RANS with a transition model: 003.4, 005.1, 030.3, and 030.4. Their results for CL are shown
in Fig. 18. The results are all reasonable through the linear range, but then show differences near CL,max (note that
030.4 was one of our earlier “best” results because it came very close to experiment for both JSM cases). Although
not shown, participant 030 ran on the same grids/turbulence models both with and without transition implemented.
However, the deltas were different: for 030.1 and 030.3 (committee grid E), there was little influence of transition
noted, while for 030.2 and 030.4 (participant grid b), transition caused higher CL in the linear range and an earlier
stall in better agreement with experiment.
In terms of physics, including transition should be the right thing to do for the JSM, because the real flow in
the wind tunnel clearly exhibited regions of laminar flow followed by transition. This means, perhaps, that getting
the right answer when running fully turbulent may be either because the transition does not have much influence on
global forces or because of compensating errors. The latter appears to be more likely, as participant 030 demonstrated
definite improved results by imposing transition (030.4) compared to fully turbulent (030.2) with a given code, grid,
and turbulence model. The most typical current methods used for transition are either ad hoc (imposing specified
regions of laminar flow based on experimental evidence) or are models in and of themselves. Therefore, although we
are confident that computing with transition is ideally the best thing to do, we are still uncertain about the benefits of
current transition modeling techniques for this case. Recall that for HiLiftPW-1, transition appeared to be beneficial,
especially when associated with the SST turbulence model. But for HiLiftPW-2, the benefits were not as clear. The
question is also no doubt tied up with the grid influence near CL,max, described earlier. How can firm conclusions be
drawn when the grid has such a significant impact in the flowfield of most interest to us?
(a) No nacelle/pylon. (b) With nacelle/pylon.
Figure 18. CFD results that used transition models for at least one of the JSM cases.
4. Other Submitted Data
Participants of HiLiftPW-3 also submitted (1) iterative convergence histories, (2) surface Cp and Cf , and (3) velocity
profiles for the JSM cases. In the interest of space, we only show a few sample Cp plots here. The reader can refer to
the presentations posted at the HiLiftPW website,f or can find results in other AIAA papers from SciTech 2018 in the
HiLiftPW special sessions.
Similar to the conclusions from the HL-CRM, participants generally had difficulty iteratively converging the JSM
cases, although most participants’ force coefficients tended to “settle down” to reasonably flat or only slightly oscil-
lating values. Difficulty with convergence is somewhat troubling, especially in light of the influence shown earlier by
022.3 running RANS time accurately. Some groups have made recent progress toward improved residual convergence
for CFD codes. See, for example, Johnson et al.40 The question arises as to whether a steady-state CFD solution
fhttps://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov [retrieved 01 November 2017].
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can be fully trusted if residuals cannot be driven to near machine zero. This was clearly not the case here for the
majority of participants. Therefore, insufficient iterative convergence may still have played some role in the CFD
scatter/uncertainty.
Like for the HL-CRM and earlier HiLiftPWs, JSM surface pressures tended to show more variation on the flap
as well as outboard. Some Cp results are shown in Fig. 19, for α = 18.58◦. Note that some participants did not
submit Cp, and results were not plotted for participants who made clear errors extracting Cp. Although not shown
in the plots, there were no obvious trends evident by grid type or turbulence model. Except for several outliers,
the experiment was predicted reasonably well by the collective CFD results inboard along B-B for the cases with
and without nacelle/pylon, although the spread on the flap upper surface was high. Outboard along H-H, there was
considerably more spread among the CFD results, and most CFD results predicted the upper surfaces of the slat and
wing elements poorly (too little suction and too much separation). The two results that matched the data well in
Figs. 19(g) and (h) were 013.1 and 030.4. Note that many of the “best” results in terms of capturing CL in Fig. 15 did
not capture the H-H pressures, supporting the conjecture that near CL,max, it was possible to get reasonable integrated
results for the wrong reasons.
Figure 20 shows Cp results on the main element past stall, at α = 21.57◦. Many of the CFD results indicated
significant separation on the outer half of the wing, along E-E, G-G, and H-H. The two results 013.1 and 030.4 (which
performed best along H-H at α = 18.58◦) are highlighted in this figure. These were again the only two sets of
submitted Cp results that did not indicate significant separation along H-H. However, inboard along A-A, B-B, and
C-C, the 030.4 results gave too low a suction peak whereas 013.1 results were slightly too high.
Submitted velocity profiles (at two spanwise stations on the flap) did not provide any strong conclusions. There
were significant variations between the CFD results especially at the outboard station. Also, results inboard saw
increased scatter due to the presence of the nacelle/pylon. There were no experimental velocity data available, so
this exercise was performed only to compare CFD results and to look for trends with grid and turbulence model. No
obvious trends were found.
VII. Statistical Analysis
In this section, the statistical methods used by Derlaga and Morrison41 and Morrison42 were employed.
A. HL-CRM
In the interest of brevity, for the HL-CRM, the statistical results are only shown in terms of a combination of a violin
plot43 with a box-and-whisker44 (with notch) plot overlay (see Derlaga and Morrison41). The description from Derlaga
and Morrison reads as follows: “The violin plot represents the sample distribution, indicating the levels of solution
clustering and behavior of the tails of the data. The box-and-whisker plot groups data by quartiles and indicates
outliers. At the neck of the box plot is the sample median, while the upper and lower limits of the box represent the
upper and lower quartiles (medians of the upper and lower 50% of the data). The notch around the median is included
to aid in comparisons of the median values between different grid levels; nonoverlapping notches are indicative of
a significant difference between the median values. The distance between the upper and lower bounds of the box is
referred to as the interquartile range (IQR), and contains 50% of the submitted data. The whiskers (uppermost and
lowermost horizontal lines) represent the maximum and minimum values outside of the IQR; however, if the maximum
or minimum values lie outside the value of 1.5× IQR added or subtracted to the upper or lower quartiles, respectively,
then the whiskers represent the maximum or minimum values that are considered statistically significant.” Basically,
these plots provide a significant amount of statistical information in compact form.
Results for CL, CD, and Cm are shown in Fig. 21. In these figures, L1 represents the coarse grid, L2 the medium,
and L3 the fine; the dots lying outside of the whiskers represent outliers (which in these plots are not specifically
identified), and the diamond near the center represents the mean. As mentioned above, the center of the notch is the
median. The main conclusion from these figures is that the general scatter (as seen visually in the violin shape or as
measured by the IQR) did not always decrease between the medium and fine grids, as would be expected if numerical
error due to grid resolution was the primary source of variation. This can also be seen in Table 6. Here, µˆ is the median
of the sorted data, σˆ is the standard deviation, K is a confidence interval coverage factor taken to be K =
√
3, and
Cv = σˆ/µˆ is the coefficient of variation. The scatter limits are established as µˆ ±Kσˆ, so the scatter range is 2Kσˆ.
As seen in the table, the scatter range and magnitude of Cv are often larger on the fine grid than on the medium grid.
This same trend was also observed for HiLiftPW-2.7
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(a) B-B, no nacelle/pylon, slat. (b) B-B, no nacelle/pylon, main. (c) B-B, no nacelle/pylon, flap.
(d) B-B, with nacelle/pylon, slat. (e) B-B, with nacelle/pylon, main. (f) B-B, with nacelle/pylon, flap.
(g) H-H, with nacelle/pylon, slat. (h) H-H, with nacelle/pylon, main. (i) Locations of Cp extraction.
Figure 19. Cp results for JSM at α = 18.58◦.
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(a) A-A. (b) B-B. (c) C-C.
(d) E-E. (e) G-G. (f) H-H.
Figure 20. Cp results for main element of JSM, no nacelle/pylon, at α = 21.57◦, with two solutions that best capture the H-H results
highlighted.
Table 6. Summary of HL-CRM statistics.
α = 8◦ µˆ 2Kσˆ Cv α = 16◦ µˆ 2Kσˆ Cv
Coarse
CL 1.7194 0.1733 0.029 2.2810 0.2653 0.034
CD 0.1720 0.0178 0.030 0.2727 0.0247 0.026
CM -0.3552 0.0859 -0.070 -0.3531 0.1662 -0.136
Medium
CL 1.7491 0.1070 0.018 2.3259 0.1386 0.017
CD 0.1737 0.0138 0.023 0.2730 0.0201 0.021
CM -0.3653 0.0763 -0.060 -0.3739 0.0878 -0.068
Fine
CL 1.7501 0.1212 0.020 2.3408 0.1575 0.019
CD 0.1726 0.0117 0.020 0.2723 0.0204 0.022
CM -0.3674 0.0811 -0.064 -0.3837 0.1326 -0.100
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(a) CL, α = 8◦. (b) CL, α = 16◦.
(c) CD , α = 8◦. (d) CD , α = 16◦.
(e) Cm, α = 8◦. (f) Cm, α = 16◦.
Figure 21. Summary statistical analysis of HL-CRM Case 2a.
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B. JSM
Statistical results for JSM are shown using the more traditional scatter plots, also previously used for the analysis of
HiLiftPW-15 and HiLiftPW-2.7 For brevity, we only show results for CL, since results for CD and Cm did not add any
significant insights. Also note that because 016.1, 016.2, and 016.3 were so far away from the collective results (see
Fig. 13), they were left out of this analysis so that the statistics would be more meaningful. Figures 22 and 23 display
results for the JSM without nacelle/pylon and with nacelle/pylon, respectively. In the figures, participant results appear
as red squares, and the result from the experiment is indicated by a yellow circle on the right side. The median is a
solid line, and the scatter limits are drawn as dashed lines. A statistical outlier (a point residing outside of the scatter
limits) is by definition different from the results that lie within the scatter limits. In terms of CFD solutions, being an
outlier means that some aspect of the CFD solution was significantly different from the collective. Here, any sample
lying well outside of the limits is noted in the figure. However, because the scatter limits depend on the choice of K,
the fact that a particular point lies outside may or may not be significant.
For both configurations, the CL scatter range was generally between 0.13 and 0.17 for angles of attack up to
α = 14.54◦. Above this, the scatter increased significantly to about 0.5 or more. Of course, this is simply telling
us statistically what we already saw visually in Figs. 13(a) and (b). Fortuitously, the median CFD value agreed very
well with the no-nacelle/pylon experimental data throughout the lift curve, although the CFD peak lift value occurred
too early at α = 18.58◦, rather than at α = 20.59◦. For the case with nacelle/pylon, the CFD median value tended
to be low compared to experiment at all angles of attack. Table 7 summarizes the JSM statistics. Note that Cv loses
meaning when µˆ approaches zero.
Table 7. Summary of JSM statistics (medium grid).
No nacelle/pylon µˆ 2Kσˆ Cv With nacelle/pylon µˆ 2Kσˆ Cv
α = 4.36◦
CL 1.6704 0.1427 0.025 1.6734 0.1270 0.022
CD 0.1698 0.0173 0.029 0.1742 0.0180 0.030
CM -0.5350 0.1946 -0.105 -0.5073 0.0600 -0.034
α = 10.47◦
CL 2.2115 0.1570 0.020 2.2380 0.1576 0.020
CD 0.2550 0.0183 0.021 0.2726 0.0223 0.024
CM -0.4405 0.1783 -0.117 -0.3833 0.0827 -0.062
α = 14.54◦
CL 2.5261 0.1493 0.017 2.5353 0.1725 0.020
CD 0.3245 0.0202 0.018 0.3522 0.0202 0.017
CM -0.3620 0.0830 -0.066 -0.2763 0.0936 -0.098
α = 18.58◦
CL 2.7232 0.4872 0.052 2.7082 0.5112 0.054
CD 0.3992 0.0527 0.038 0.4384 0.0528 0.035
CM -0.2385 0.2334 -0.282 -0.1312 0.2109 -0.464
α = 20.59◦
CL 2.7004 0.6819 0.073 2.5880 0.6074 0.068
CD 0.4493 0.0799 0.051 0.4980 0.0711 0.041
CM -0.1213 0.2192 -0.522 -0.0147 0.3545 -6.959
α = 21.57◦
CL 2.6766 0.8173 0.088 2.4234 0.6029 0.072
CD 0.4787 0.0887 0.053 0.5180 0.0831 0.046
CM -0.0904 0.2290 -0.731 -0.0416 0.3437 -2.384
Finally, Table 8 compares Cv for lift coefficients from HiLiftPW-2 and HiLiftPW-3. In both cases, results are
from “medium” grids including bracket hardware and are at low Reynolds number. Apparently at low and mid-alpha
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(a) α = 4.36◦. (b) α = 10.47◦.
(c) α = 14.54◦. (d) α = 18.58◦.
(e) α = 20.59◦. (f) α = 21.57◦.
Figure 22. Statistical analysis of JSM Case 3a-b, no nacelle/pylon, CL.
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(a) α = 4.36◦. (b) α = 10.47◦.
(c) α = 14.54◦. (d) α = 18.58◦.
(e) α = 20.59◦. (f) α = 21.57◦.
Figure 23. Statistical analysis of JSM Case 3c-d, with nacelle/pylon, CL.
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conditions, the type of variation seen at HiLiftPW-2 dropped for HiLiftPW-3, whereas the opposite was true near
CL,max. Although this is only a small snapshot, it may reflect the perception that workshop participants are getting
better at running lower angle of attack high-lift configurations reliably. However, apparently little or no progress has
been made (collectively) near CL,max.
Table 8. Coefficient of variation comparison from two workshops (low Re, with brackets, medium grid).
Cases Cv , lower alpha Cv , mid alpha Cv , high alpha
HiLiftPW-2, α = 7, 16, 20◦ 0.038 0.057 0.060
HiLiftPW-3 α = 4.36, 14.54, 20.59◦ 0.025 0.017 0.073
VIII. Conclusions
High-lift aerodynamic flows continue to be a challenge for current CFD codes. The HiLiftPW series is striving to
form a large community of participants who collectively learn from one another, accelerating progress. In HiLiftPW-3,
two different high lift configurations were used in addition to a simple 2-D verification case. A significant amount of
data was requested, only a portion of which was described in this paper.
In summary, for the HiLiftPW-3 verification case, only 6 out of 19 of the CFD codes that participated with the SA
turbulence model were fully verified. Many of the other codes were close, and some were significantly in error. This
exercise further demonstrated the precept espoused by the NASA TMR website that it is well within our capability
to obtain grid-converged results that are practically indistinguishable from one another for a given turbulence model
using many different codes (in this case 8 total, when including the two reference codes). Models other than SA have
not been put through this exercise yet. Different model variants are also expected to yield different results. Definitive
verifications tests in addition to SA would be helpful.
The HL-CRM case was used primarily to explore grid convergence. There were no experimental data for the
workshop, but this configuration will be tested in the future. This case was also part of GMGW-1, a workshop
dedicated to geometry and grid generation, held concurrently with HiLiftPW-3. HL-CRM results were similar to
previous HiLiftPWs in that they exhibited a spread that did not diminish between the medium and fine grid levels.
The largest differences in surface details and boundary layer profiles tended to be over the flap as well as outboard.
The effect of a minor geometry modification on the flap was also explored. For HL-CRM, three of the verified codes
with the SA model from the 2-D verification case were shown to produce generally more consistent results for the
HL-CRM high lift case. In other words, use of codes that have not verified their turbulence model implementations
may explain some of the variation seen among CFD results.
The high-lift JSM configuration included cases with and without a nacelle/pylon. Overall, collective CFD results
were again similar to previous workshops, with fairly tight clustering of results in the linear lift-curve range, and very
large scatter in results near maximum lift. The deltas between nacelle/pylon on and off were well predicted in general.
Hidden among the broad scatter of results, many individual contributions could be found that agreed reasonably well
with the experiment in terms of CL. However, there were some caveats. In particular, it appeared that there was a
significant influence of grid for the solutions near maximum lift, so it was difficult to draw meaningful conclusions
about the impact of code, transition or turbulence model. Also, transition should be important for this case, as it was
certainly present in the experiment, but transition model results were inconsistent near maximum lift. And it was
possible for participants to achieve reasonable results without a transition model. However, from surface pressure
evidence as well as from surface flow visualizations presented at the workshop, it appeared possible to get reasonable
results (in terms of integrated lift near CL,max) for the wrong reasons (incorrect separation locations and extents).
LB methods were used by two different groups, and appeared to be competitive with the best of the RANS meth-
ods. Furthermore, there were indications at the workshop that such scale-resolving techniques could duplicate the
experimental separation patterns better than many of the RANS results. HiLiftPW-3 also made an effort to encourage
grid adaption methods. Although only three groups employed grid adaption, with various degrees of success, the
apparent nonvanishing influence of the grid near maximum lift highlights the importance of continuing to develop this
technology.
Statistical analysis of both of the high-lift cases primarily gave a mathematical basis to the perception that grid
refinement past medium level did not achieve tighter results among participants and the scatter range dramatically
increased near stall. The same conclusions were made at HiLiftPW-2. On a positive note, there is some statistical
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evidence to suggest that workshop participants have gotten more consistent over the four years since HiLiftPW-2
predicting the flow over this type of high-lift configuration—at low Reynolds number and with all bracket hardware—
at angles of attack well below stall. But consistently accurate computations near maximum lift conditions remain
collectively elusive.
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